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Raman spectroscopy has been widely used as an important clinical tool for real-time in vivo cancer diagnosis. Raman information
can be obtained from whole organisms and tissues, at the cellular level and at the biomolecular level. The aim of this paper is to
review the newest developments of Raman spectroscopy in the field of breast cancer diagnosis and treatment. Raman
spectroscopy can distinguish malignant tissues from noncancerous/normal tissues and can assess tumor margins or sentinel
lymph nodes during an operation. At the cellular level, Raman spectra can be used to monitor the intracellular processes
occurring in blood circulation. At the biomolecular level, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy techniques may help detect the
biomarker on the tumor surface as well as evaluate the efficacy of anticancer drugs. Furthermore, Raman images reveal an
inhomogeneous distribution of different compounds, especially proteins, lipids, microcalcifications, and their metabolic
products, in cancerous breast tissues. Information about these compounds may further our understanding of the mechanisms of
breast cancer.

1. Introduction

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women world-
wide. In 2012, nearly 1.7 million people were diagnosed with
breast cancer [1]. Reducing the incidence and death of breast
cancer is a major public health priority. Once a mass is found
in the breast, ultrasonography, diagnostic mammography,
and/or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) will be recom-
mendedbyaphysician. If themass ispossiblymalignant, a core
needle biopsy and histopathological techniques are necessary
[2]. Unfortunately, this invasive examination cannot ensure
a 100% correct diagnosis. If the lesion is malignant or the pos-
sibility of malignancy cannot be excluded, the patient will
undergo surgery. Surgery for breast cancer includes lesion
resection and axillary lymph node resection. In breast surgery,
breast-conserving surgery and sentinel lymph node biopsy
(SLNB) are two breakthroughs. SLNB results in less lymph-
edema of the upper arm [3]. Both techniques require an

intraoperative pathological diagnosis, which usually takes at
least 30min. After mastectomy for breast cancer, some
patients alsoneedchemotherapy, radiotherapy, andendocrine
therapy. The necessity of molecular-targeted therapy is based
on the result of fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH).
After operation, [(18)F]-2-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose posi-
tron emission tomography/computed tomography (FDG-
PET/CT) can be used for detecting the recurrence and
metastasis [4]. Despite advances in the diagnosis and treat-
ment of breast cancer, some limitations remain:

(1) Neither ultrasound nor mammography can make a
qualitative diagnosis, so invasive biopsy or even
surgery remains the gold standard in breast cancer.

(2) Sentinel lymph nodes in intraoperative frozen sec-
tions cannot identify the metastasis of the lymph
node with 100% accuracy [5].
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(3) After the lesion is removed, there is no way to evalu-
ate the effect of chemotherapy or molecular-targeted
therapy.

(4) Examinations such as pathology in current clinical
application cannot provide information at the molec-
ular or cellular level.

This review introduces some of the latest progress of
Raman spectroscopy, a promising technique in breast cancer
diagnosis. This optical technique has the potential to solve
the problems listed above. First, Raman spectra can provide
information of molecules (e.g., lipids, DNA, and proteins)
to distinguish cancerous lesions from noncancerous lesions.
Molecular changes may also indicate the mechanism of
cancer development. Due to its real-time characteristics,
Raman spectroscopy is a powerful intraoperative diagnostic
technique. Furthermore, when combined with a nanotag,
Raman spectroscopy can reveal whether cancer is sensitive
or resistant to an anticancer drug.

2. Brief Overview of Raman Spectroscopy

When a photon interacts with a molecule, elastic or inelastic
collision happens. During inelastic collision, there is an
exchange of energy between the photon and the molecule.
The photon changes its motion direction after the collision
(Figure 1). Meanwhile, the photon passes part of the energy
to the molecule or obtains energy from the molecule to
change the photon’s frequency. This process is called Raman
scattering. In this process, if the incident photons lose energy,
the scattered photons have a lower frequency. In contrast, if
the incident photons get more energy from the environment,
the scattered photons have a higher frequency. If the differ-
ence of the energy between the incident and scattered pho-
tons is monitored, information on the frequency and
vibration can be obtained and used to analyze the sample
compounds [6]. After Raman spectral imaging is obtained,
mathematical analyses are necessary to extract the useful
information from the test. Many spectral unmixing algo-
rithms are applied currently, including principal component
analysis (PCA), vertex component analysis (VCA), hierarchi-
cal cluster analysis (HCA), support vector machine (SVM),
and SVM-recursive feature elimination (SVM-RFE) [7].
PCA is more commonly used for quantitative analysis in
detecting cancers such as melanoma, breast cancer, and cer-
vical cancer [8–10]. As for HCA, it is used for cancer
diagnosis such as esophageal cancer [11] and some cancer
cells [12–14]. Besides, SVM-RFE can be used to analyze
and identify the most distinctive spectral features and, thus,
has higher sensitivity and specificity [7].

The advantages of Raman spectroscopy include almost
all those of optical detections. Raman spectroscopy has high
resolution; it is safe, noninvasive, and nonradiative; and it
can continuously monitor soft tissues. Compared with fluo-
rescence spectrum, the Raman spectrum can reflect the
molecular structures and biochemical compositions without
the need to process samples in advance [15]. Although
Raman spectroscopy offers highly specific information on

the molecular features of tissues, its use has remained limited
because of its relatively low ability to produce distinguishable
signals. However, conventional Raman signals are less sensi-
tive than fluorescence. To solve this problem, surface-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) was developed. When
some nanoparticles absorbed to the surface of some rough
metal, such as gold and silver, the Raman signal is amplified.
This phenomenon is called SERS. One of the most important
mechanisms of SERS is the enhancement of the electromag-
netic field through the localization of optical fields in metallic
nanostructures [16]. Although SERS can amplify Raman sig-
nals, it has some limitations [6]. First, the colloidal aggrega-
tion added to samples has not been proven able to amplify
Raman signals. Second, there may be side reactions in
the process. The spectra of the sample and nanoparticle
may overlap. Third, when the nanoparticle is added to
the analyte, there may be more toxic reactions. Despite
these limitations, SERS remains a very important research
direction of Raman spectroscopy.

In clinical application, Raman spectroscopy has been a
rapidly developed technology that monitors signals at differ-
ent levels. At the molecular level, it can be used to analyze
DNA sequences and gene products. At the cellular level,
Raman spectra can monitor the process of malignant cells
or relative intercellular processes in the peripheral blood of
cancer patients [6]. The information can then be used to eval-
uate cancer cell metabolism, proliferation, and even metasta-
sis. Furthermore, Raman spectroscopy provides a promising
way to detect biomarkers that are expressed on the surfaces
of tumor cells [17, 18]. All of this information can be used
to help doctors to diagnose diseases, determine the appropri-
ate treatment, and even evaluate prognosis. To date, Raman
technology has been used to diagnose many cancers, includ-
ing cervical cancer, malignant skin tumors, gastric cancer,
colorectal cancer, and breast cancer [19–22]. This article
aims to review the application of Raman spectra in breast
cancer and describe the newest progress in this field.

3. Application of Raman Spectroscopy in Breast
Cancer

Raman spectroscopy is noninvasive and has high specificity,
making its clinical application very promising. Nowadays,
studies focus on using Raman spectroscopy to differentiate
between benign and malignant tissues in place of tradi-
tional biopsy [23]. Raman spectroscopy can provide real-
time information, making its intraoperative use possible.
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Figure 1: Schematic of inelastic collision showing anti-Stokes
Raman scattering and Stokes Raman scattering.
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Monitoring sentinel lymph node and surgical margins for
breast-conserving surgery using Raman spectra can shorten
the operative time. If focusing on a single cell, it no longer
requires several days to detect biomarkers on the cell surface
as with FISH. To determine the efficacy of anticancer drugs,
Raman spectra are used to monitor cancer cell metabolism
and composition. This is a new research direction that aims
to elucidate how DNA, protein, lipid, and calcification
contribute to cell proliferation in vivo that will further our
understanding of the pathogenesis of cancer.

3.1. Raman Spectroscopy in Tissues. Generally, Raman bands
associate with the vibration of a special chemical bond or a
distinct functional group in the molecule. Therefore, based
on distinctive spectral features and intensity differences, we
could discriminate normal, benign, and malignant. In recent
years, many research papers have also shown the availability
of Raman spectroscopy to classify diseased tissue in the
breast [7, 24] and especially for intraoperative margin assess-
ment and SLNB for breast cancer.

3.1.1. Qualitative Diagnosis of Breast Disease with Raman
Spectroscopy.Many studies have shown that the spectral pro-
files of normal breast (NB) tissue peaks appear at 1004, 1080,
1158, 1266, 1304, 1444, 1518, 1660, 1750, 2674, 2727, 2854,
2888, 2926, and 3009 cm−1, while those of malignant tissue
peaks appear at 1004, 1259, 1444, 1660, 2854, 2888, 2926,
3009, and 3311 cm−1. In normal tissues, the peaks at 1004,
1158, and 1518 cm−1 belong to carotenoids (C-C, C=C),
whereas in malignant tissues, the peaks at 1080, 1259, 1444,
1660, 2854, and 2940 cm−1 are more obvious. Peaks at
2854 cm−1 belong to lipids, while those at 2940 cm−1 are
believed to represent mixtures of lipids and proteins [26].
Shell-isolated nanoparticle-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
(SHINERS) is a powerful SERS substrate. After SHINERS is
added to a sample, Raman spectral intensity is amplified.
Knowing the magnification of different peaks is helpful in
diagnosing breast diseases. Researchers have also utilized
the Au@SiO2 SHINERS technique to detect NB tissues,
fibroadenoma (FD), atypical ductal hyperplasia (ADH), duc-
tal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), and invasive ductal carcinoma
(IDC). Compared with traditional Raman spectroscopy,
SHINERS can provide more spectral feature information
(Figure 2) [24, 25].

Studies of cells in response to extracellular signals using
two-dimensional (2D) culture conditions, including cultures
of isolated, cloned, and immortal cells that grow on rigid sur-
faces, date back to the 1900s. The limitation of this type of
model is that it does not consider the extracellular matrix
(ECM), a very important factor in cell phenotypes [27]. In
1977, Emerman and Pitelka found that a deformable three-
dimensional ECM (3D-ECM) environment is necessary for
maintaining the tissue structure of NB tissue [28]. Because
3D-ECM cultures can better mimic in vivo environments,
Damayanti et al. first combined 3D-ECM cultures with
Raman spectroscopy to study breast cancer [29]. In the 3D-
ECM culture model, peaks of precancerous lesions were
observed at 1451 and 1650 cm−1, while peaks of noncancer-
ous tissues were observed at 1650 cm−1. Different from

traditional Raman spectroscopy, the signal intensity in pre-
cancerous lesions is stronger than that in noncancerous tis-
sues. In addition, the sensitivity and specificity are higher in
3D-ECM cultures than in 2D cultures. Microenvironment
is a major factor in modulating cell morphology and prolifer-
ation [30]. Changes in the surrounding stroma may be an ini-
tial factor of precancerosis.

3.1.2. Intraoperative Raman Spectroscopy. Considering its
real-time nature without the need for preparation, Raman
spectroscopy is a promising new technique in intraoperative
margin assessment and SLNB.

(1) Raman Spectroscopy of Surgical Margins. Haka and col-
leagues first used Raman spectra to examine surgical margins
in nine patients during partial mastectomy surgeries [31].
Compared with pathological examinations after surgeries,
the algorithm results in an overall accuracy of 93.3%.
Conventional Raman spectroscopy has a depth limitation.
Spatially offset Raman spectroscopy (SORS) is a new tech-
nique that was first applied by Matthew for cancer diagnosis.
SORS can detect deeper tissues at least 0.5–2mm below the
surface [32]. The use of SORS in intraoperative margin
assessment has 95% sensitivity and 100% specificity [33]. In
recent years, Mohs et al. developed a handheld spectroscopic
pen device (termed SpectroPen) using both a fluorescent
contrast agent (indocyanine green) and a SERS contrast
agent (pegylated colloidal gold). The team gained real-time
information on tumor margins. In that study, the tissue
penetration depth was 5–10mm depending on the tissue’s
optical properties and the ability to resolve contrast agent
signals [34]. They also constructed a fiber optic spectroscopic
system with stable alignment. The SpectroPen has also
been used to detect bioluminescent 4T1 breast tumors of
in vivo mouse models. In the intraoperative measurement,
the SpectroPen is helpful for distinguishing tumor margins
and detecting whether any tumor remains.

(2) Raman Spectroscopy in SLNB. Another important appli-
cation of Raman spectra is in SLNB. In traditional operations,
surgeons use dyes or radionuclides Te-99 to localize sentinel
lymph nodes. However, the rates of localizing sentinel lymph
nodes through these methods are 73.8% and 94.1%, res-
pectively [35]. After lymph node removal, surgeons must
wait for the immunohistochemical analysis (IHA) results to
decide if axillary lymph node dissection is necessary, which
usually takes 30–60min. In some cases, a second operation
cannot be avoided because the specificity of frozen section
rapid pathologic examination cannot reach 100% and the
false negative rate is at least 4% [36]. Isabelle et al. first used
Raman spectra and infrared images to detect the lymph node
excision during head and neck tumor surgeries [37] and
showed that lymph nodes with metastatic cancer have greater
nucleic acid and less lipid and carbohydrate content than
normal lymph nodes. These results suggest that lymph nodes
with metastatic cancer grow faster and are much more poorly
differentiated than normal lymph nodes.

Smith et al. used mapping Raman spectra to accurately
judge lymph node metastases [38]. Although metastatic
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cancer is successfully diagnosed, the running time of each
section is 12–120 hours. Such a long running time is not suit-
able for real-time tissue diagnosis. To overcome this limita-
tion, Horsnell et al. developed a method of recording only
five spectra of each lymph node [39]. The spectra gained
from 38 lymph nodes of 20 patients indicated that the fatty
acid, collagen, and protein contents differ between metastatic

and normal lymph nodes. Among the four standards in the
study, if a node was classified based on the simple majority
of the five random spectra, the sensitivity and specificity were
higher than those in the other groups. Thereafter, to study
the effect of the number of spectra, Horsnell et al. compared
five- and 10-point probe analyses [40]. The assessment of the
lymph node based on spectra from five points achieved 71%
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Figure 2: Diagnosis of breast cancer with Raman spectroscopy. (a)Mean Raman spectra and SHINERS spectra of breast tissues: normal breast
(NB) tissues, fibroadenoma (FD), atypical ductal hyperplasia (ADH), ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), and invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC).
(b) Corresponding images of frozen sections were stained with HE. (c) Corresponding images of frozen sections without shell-isolated
nanoparticles (SHINs). (d) Corresponding images of frozen sections with SHINs. The images show an area of 0.8× 0.6mm2 [24, 25].
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sensitivity and 97% specificity, while the 10-point method
achieved 81% sensitivity and 97% specificity. The sensitivity
and specificity of 10-point spectra are comparable to those
of other current methods of intraoperative assessment. The
running time in these methods are 9 and 18min, respectively,
much shorter than the current methods, making Raman
spectra a very promising technique in the diagnosis of lymph
node metastasis and more suitable for clinical application
than the currently used techniques.

3.2. Raman Spectroscopy in Cells

3.2.1. Raman Spectroscopy in Single Cells and the Cellular
Microenvironment. Neugebauer et al. identified single cells
in the circulation using Raman spectra [41]. Isolating leuko-
cytes and erythrocytes from breast carcinoma-derived cells
(MCF-7, BT-20) can achieve a sensitivity > 99 7% and a
specif icity > 99 5%. The team used SVMs with a linear kernel
to develop a classification model. Moreover, using Raman-
activated cell sorting, Dochow et al. successfully identified
leucocytes extracted from blood, BT-20 and MCF-7 breast
cancer cells, and OCI-AML3 leukemia cells [42, 43].

Many genetic and environmental factors contribute to
the development of breast cancer. An enhanced understand-
ing of these factors can provide more information on the
pathogenesis of cancer and guide its treatment. Therefore,
using various biomarkers and other testing methods to study
tumor-associated molecules is a promising research direc-
tion. Raman is a good option because it can test unlabeled
lesion as well as nucleic acid and surface receptor products
using specific probes [6].

3.2.2. Efficacy of Chemotherapy in Breast Cancer with Raman
Spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy has been used to increase
the efficacy of chemotherapy in breast cancer, to evaluate the
resistance of chemotherapy, and to monitor the damage of
cells due to chemotherapy. Hossain et al. first used SERS
and a kind of biohybrid nanoparticles to increase the doxoru-
bicin delivery. Meanwhile, this system also helped monitor
the metabolism of drugs in breast cancer cells [44]. Lapatinib
is another importantoral anticancer drugwith lowabsorption.
Considering its high-binding ability with albumin, human
serum albumin nanoparticles loaded with lapatinib obviously
increased the efficacy of the drug [45]. Hu et al. designed a
novel type of nanomedical platform with double-walled Au
nanocage/SiO(2) nanorattle and improved biocompatibility
as well as cell uptake ability, which in turn increased the
efficacy of chemotherapy [46]. The human epidermal growth
factor receptor 2 (HER2) proto-oncogene is amplified in
20–30% of human breast cancer cases. Studies have shown
that patients with HER2-positive breast cancer are at
increased risks of recurrence and metastasis [47]. HER2
proto-oncogene expression can be detected byRaman spectra,
which have also been used to detect HER2 expression in
the BT474 (HER2+), MCF-10A (HER2−), and MCF-10A
(HER2+) cell lines [48]. In this study, the application of
Raman spectra was first used to characterize the biochemical
response of drug resistance and sensitivity to lapatinib, a
targeted antitumor agent. After long time of chemotherapy,

cells would be damaged in vivo. Ilkhani et al. designed a novel
biosensor to assess the damage of DNA after chemotherapy
with the help of SERS [49].

3.3. Composition Analysis of Samples with Raman
Spectroscopy. Raman spectra can exhibit spectral features
including composition and structure changes such as peptide
conformation, biomarkers, DNA sequences, base composi-
tion, microcalcifications, and lipids.

3.3.1. Raman Spectroscopy of Proteins. As a fast technique
with high specificity, Raman spectra can also analyze pro-
teins of cancer in a low-sample volume, especially in the
detection of cell surface biomarkers. Current techniques such
as enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) usually
detect a sample with a concentration in the nanograms-to-
grams per milliliter range. However, at the early cancer stage,
the cancer proteins are at a low concentration that may be
below the ELISA limit of detection. Dinish et al. developed a
new hollow core photonic crystal fiber to detect low amounts
of proteins [50]. It is well known that epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR) is a very important biomarker in breast can-
cer. In that study, EGFR antibody is combined with SERS
nanotags. Through this method, Raman spectra can detect
proteins at a concentration in the range of ~100 pg in the
volume of ~10 nL. Nilstad et al. also used SERS to detect epi-
dermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) expression and inves-
tigate the therapeutic effects of cetuximab antibodies [51].

Besides EGFR, Lee et al. [52] used silica-encapsulated
hollow gold nanospheres (SEHGNs) as a Raman nanotag
that is conjugated with specific antibodies. This technique
enables the assessment of the expression of epidermal growth
factor (EGF), HER2, and insulin-like growth factor-1 recep-
tors in the MDA-MB-468, KPL4, and SK-BR-3 human breast
cancer cell lines. That study indicated that SEHGNsmay pos-
sibly be used in the early diagnosis of breast cancer.

HER2 proto-oncogene encodes a protein that has extra-
cellular, transmembrane, and intracellular domains that are
consistent with the structures of a growth factor receptor.
Raman spectra have shown a prominent presence of lipid
in the MDA-MB-231 (HER2-negative), MDA-MB-435s
(HER2-positive), and SK-BR-3 (HER2 overexpressed) cell
lines [13]. Different from current tests, the application of
SERS in tumor cell surface biomarkers such as HER2 is more
effective than that of IHA and FISH.

Another successful application of SERS is the single-
molecule detection of BRCA1 by Wabuyele et al. [53]. The
probe has one DNA sequence complimentary to the target
sequence and two arms, one that is connected with a SERS-
active molecule and the other that is connected with a metal-
lic nanoparticle. The metallic nanoparticle enhances the
SERS signal. The probe looks like a hair loop without the tar-
get sequence and maintains a Raman label. Once the BRCA1
gene mutation occurs, the mutated target sequence combines
with the probe, the Raman label separates from the metal
nanoparticle, and the signal decreases.

A new simultaneous SERS method was developed by Li
et al. [15] which consists of a novel Raman probe of branched
DNA-gold nanoaggregates that can simultaneously monitor
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twoMCF-7 cell linemarkers. This developmentmakesRaman
spectroscopy more effective for clinical diagnosis. Using an
optoelectrofluidic device and a liquid crystal display module,
Hwang et al. successfully detected another human tumor
marker, α-fetoprotein, in a sample volume of ~500nL
[54]. Combined with fluorescence dual-modal nanoprobes
(DMNPs), Lee et al. also got the imaging of CD24 and
CD44 expressed on the surface of breast cancer cells [55].
Kang et al. used SERS with channel-compressed spectrome-
try to detect EGFR, HER2, CD24, and CD44 in fresh tissue
specimens with less errors and lower concentrations [56].

This simple, fast, and highly sensitive automated technique
opens a new method of clinical diagnosis.

3.3.2. Raman Spectroscopy of Microcalcifications. Breast
microcalcifications are key features for the diagnosis of
malignant tumors and sometimes the only feature of mam-
mography. In many clinical cases, calcification is a poor
prognostic factor for patients with IDC. Mammography is
currently the most effective technique to detect calcifications
in clinical application despite its limitation of not distin-
guishing malignant from benign lesions. Mammographic
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Figure 3: Typical Raman spectra and histopathology of breast lesions (fibrocystic change) with type I and II microcalcifications. The
Raman spectrum of the breast lesion with type I microcalcifications in (a) shows prominent bands at 912 cm−1 and 1477 cm−1

(arrows) characteristic of calcium oxalate; the calcium oxalate crystals comprising the type I microcalcifications (b) do not bind
H&E (left panel) and appear as colorless crystals (arrows) that are birefringent when viewed under polarized light (right panel). In
contrast, the Raman spectrum of the breast lesion with type II microcalcifications in (c) shows a prominent band at 960 cm−1

(arrow) characteristic of calcium hydroxyapatite; the calcium hydroxyapatite rich type II microcalcifications appear as basophilic
concretions on the H&E stain (d) and are nonbirefringent [59, 60].
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images can show the morphological characteristics of differ-
ent calcifications and help predict the tumor characteristics.
Only after stereotactic vacuum-assisted breast biopsies and
subsequent pathological diagnosis [57] can doctors make an
accurate diagnosis of a lesion. However, this kind of invasive
medical examination may fail to retrieve lesions with micro-
calcifications in about 15% of all cases. Follow-ups have
shown that the cancer diagnosis is missed in 8% of patients
[58]. Therefore, a new noninvasive technique that can gain
information on microcalcifications in real time with higher
sensitivity and specificity is urgently needed.

There are two types of microcalcifications in breast
tumors (Figure 3) [59–61]. Type I microcalcifications, which
consist of calcium oxalate, are mainly associated with benign
breast disease, whereas type II microcalcifications, which
consist of carbonated calcium hydroxyapatite, can be found
in proliferative breast lesions, including invasive and in situ
cancer. Raman spectroscopy can distinguish the two types
of microcalcifications in breast diseases [62] and thus distin-
guish malignant from benign lesions. In type II microcalcifi-
cations, there is more carbonate in benign disease such as
sclerosing adenosis than in malignant lesions, although
malignant lesions usually contain greater amounts of pro-
teins, amino acid residues, and carotenoids. Baker et al.
observed a significant correlation between carbonate concen-
trations and carcinoma in situ subgrades [63]. In a recent
study, an Au@SiO2 SHINERS technique was utilized in fro-
zen sections of surgical resection or Mammotome biopsy.
The SHINERS spectra can probe the presence of calcified
deposits and distinguish among normal breast tissues, fibroa-
denoma, atypical ductal hyperplasia, ductal carcinoma in situ
(DCIS), and invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC). By correlating
the spectra with the corresponding histologic assessment, the
study developed partial least squares discriminant analysis-
derived decision algorithm that provides excellent diagnostic
power in the fresh frozen sections (overall accuracy of 99.4%
and 93.6% using SHINs for breast lesions with and without
microcalcifications, resp.) [24, 64].

3.3.3. Raman Spectroscopy of Lipids and Other Metabolites. In
addition to microcalcifications, there are significant differ-
ences in vibrational spectroscopy of proteins, lipids, and
carotenoids between benign and malignant lesions, especially
unsaturated fatty acids. It is well known that lipids are crucial
in biological membranes. If abnormal metabolism occurs in
the local enzymes responsible for lipid synthesis and degra-
dation that results in alterations in the expression of genes
encoding these enzymes, lipids may change and affect the
membranes [26]. Another important factor of cell stability
is carotenoid, which can neutralize reactive oxygen species
and can reduce oxidative DNA damage and genetic muta-
tions. Carotenoids can act as a protective factor against breast
cancer [26, 65]. Raman spectroscopy can differentiate non-
cancerous from cancerous tissues through carotenoid and
lipid levels [17]. Hartsuiker et al. reported variance in lipid
levels among breast cancer cell lines with varying HER2
expression levels [13]. Bi et al. used Raman spectroscopy to
detect lipids in cell lines [48]. In the cell lines treated with
lapatinib, a drug-targeting HER2, the lipid levels were

increased in the drug-resistant cells. These results suggest a
correlation between lipids and drug resistance.

Progestogen is a potent factor in the proliferation of
breast carcinoma cells [66]. Potcoava et al. exposed T47D
breast carcinoma cells to medroxyprogesterone acetate
and the synthetic androgen R1881 [67]. Raman spectral
imaging showed the process of hormone-mediated lipo-
genesis. Hormone-treated T47D cancer cells proliferate
faster than untreated cell. Hedegaard et al. have first used
Raman spectra to demonstrate the difference between
metastatic cell lines and nonmetastatic cell lines through
the content of unsaturated fatty acid [68]. Hartsuiker
et al. evaluated lipid contents in two cell lines: SK-BR-3,
with low metastatic potential, and MDA-MB, which are
highly metastatic [13]. Raman imaging demonstrated that
the lipid contents of MDA-MB cell lines are higher than
those of SK-BR-3 cells, although HER2 expression is much
higher in SK-BR-3 cells. These results indicate that lipid
contents may be a more potent predictive factor of breast
cancer than HER2 expression.

4. Conclusions

In this article, we have reviewed the clinical applications of
Raman spectroscopy for breast cancer over the past few
years. Raman spectroscopy has become a promising tech-
nique that can distinguish cancerous tissues from normal
ones, combine with anticancer drugs for treatment, and
detect components at the molecular level including proteins,
lipids, and microcalcifications. The differences in compo-
nents between cancerous and noncancerous tissues can pro-
vide information about cancer pathogenesis. While we are
excited that Raman spectroscopy may become a new method
of clinical diagnosis in breast cancer, we should note that
some problems still need to be solved before it is widely used
clinically, such as the stability of its sensitivity and predict-
ability as well as how we can overcome the limitation of SERS
to obtain better spectra. More importantly, it is necessary to
construct a mathematical model using Raman spectrum data
that are obtained from normal and malignant tissues based
on various biochemical characteristics such as calcification,
protein structure, and fat structure. This algorithm would
allow us to identify early pathological changes, to distinguish
the nature of breast tissues (normal, benign, or malignant),
and to explore the inner link between breast cancer and pre-
malignant lesions. The application of Raman spectroscopy
can be an efficient way to reduce the need for unnecessary
surgical biopsy and significantly save medical resources. Fur-
thermore, it can create a beneficial economic advantage and
decrease the psychological burden of patients.
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